
C A M E R A  C O V E R  F O R  Y O U R  D E V I C E S

ABOUT KAMSHIELD

Kamshield is an elegantly designed cover that fits securely over the 
camera lens of your laptop, Chromebook, iPad, or tablet, and it is the only 
way to guarantee yourself to keep your private life secure. In seconds, 
cybercriminals and voyeurs can secretly take over and control the camera 
on your laptops, desktop computers, and mobile devices. 

ABOUT THE FOUNDER

Kameron Miller, the founder of Kamshield, understands the importance of 
privacy. She soon realized there was very little protection to prevent 
hackers from accessing a device’s camera. Kameron was driven to protect 
her children and every other smart device user. Kameron is no stranger to 
entrepreneurship; her innovative and forward-thinking abilities have always 
played a significant role in bringing value to a business. Kameron’s passion 
is to help build, inform, and support one another to make the world safe for 
our children and the future.

WHY KAMSHIELD

The exploitation of sensitive data exposure can be dramatic. The 
vulnerability in smart devices with internet-connected cameras exposes all 
of us to potential breaches of privacy. With simple malware, anyone can 
remotely record your images and video at any moment without your 
knowledge. The Kamshield covers your camera when its not in use to 
prevent hackers from spying on you.

FACTS

100% privacy is only possible by physically blocking the camera.
15.4 million US consumers fell victim to identity theft in the last year.
73% of all Americans have fallen victim to some form of cybercrime.

GIVING BACK

Five percent of all Kamshield sales are donated to P.S. I Love You 
Foundation, a non-profit dedicated to nurturing youth through social and 
emotional learning programs. psiloveyoufoundation.org
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